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Noun and adjective form of develop

(from a country, society, etc.) poor, and try to make its industry and economic system more advanced country/nation/economyPeople in many developing countries are free of the common form of cancer in the West. compare underdevelopedTopics Moneyb1Oxford Collocations DictionaryDeveloping used with this noun: See full entrySee what's developing in Oxford Advanced
American DictionarySee developed in Oxford Learner's Dictionary of Academic English / dˈˈv al əp /SEE SYNONYMS FOR DEVELOP ON THESAURUS.COMto brings up abilities or possibilities; bring to a more advanced or effective state: develop natural resources; to develop one's music talent.to to grow or develop: develop muscles.to elaborate or expand in detail: to develop
theory.to into or activity; produce; Developing. Preparation. to transfer details (designs, patterns, or likes that are approximately two-dimensional) from one surface, especially prismatic or cylindrical, to another, usually planar, in such a way that the distance between points remains the same. Biology. cause through the process of natural evolution from the previous and lower
stages. leads to progression from embryonic to adult form. Math. to express in an expanded form, as in the series. Music. to be revealed, in various technical ways, the inherent possibilities of (the theme). Photography. to render visible (latent images on open movies or something like that). to treat (open film or something like that) with chemicals so as to make latent images
visible. Chess. to bring (a piece) into the game effectively, especially during the early phases of the game when the pieces are moved from their original position on the board: He develops his castle by castration. Mining. to prepare (new mines) to work by digging access openings and structures.to to grow into more mature or advanced circumstances; face; expansion: He
developed into a good business reporter.to gradually into existence or operations; will evolved.to disclosed; become clear or real: The plot of the novel developed slowly.to develop, as a photographic film. Biology. to progress from embryonic to adult form. to advance from the initial to the next stage of ontogeny or phylogene. to reach sexual maturity. The opening line of any book
should say, in the words of Stephen King, Listen. Come over here. You want to know about this. Right? Very interesting! But, unfortunately, that's not how the book started. So, how well do you know the true opening lines of some of literature's greatest novels? Match this memorable opener with their work of fiction and consider yourself an excellent listener! If you really want to
hear about it, the first thing you'll probably want to know is where I was born, and what a bad childhood I had, and how my parents occupied and all before they had me, and all that David Copperfield kind of crap, but I don't feel like going into it, if if Want to know the truth. 1585–95; &lt;Middle French développer,Old French desveloper, equivalent to des-dis-1 + voloper for
wrapping; see envelopde·vel·op·a·ble, adjectivede·vel·op·a·bil·i·ty, nounhalf-de·vel·oped, adjectivehy·per·de·vel·oped, adjectivemis·de·vel·op, verbnon·de·vel·op·a·ble, adjectivepre·de·vel·op·de·vel·op·a·ble, adjectivewell-de·vel·oped, adjectivedeva, devastat devein, devel., develop, develop, develop surfaces, developer, develop, develop agents, develop countryDictionary.com
Unabridged Based on Random House Unabridged Dictionary , © Random House, Inc. 2020evolve, forward, develop, progress, promote, build, grow, expand, perfect, strengthen, expand, exploit, spread, improve, build, deepen, cultivate, intensify, realize, increaseAll major world currencies developed have been acquired against the dollar such as having precious metals such as
gold, silver and platinum. Although conversational and often witty, his meandering phrases become increasingly unpredictable as they develop. Therefore, we must —you guessed it—develop the Canadian tar sands and build the Keystone pipeline. I'm not sure if we've ever developed two different versions simultaneously. There are several potential solutions, but all of them mean
spending more money on developing new missiles. They are also a place for local artists to develop new works. This allows the Union to thrive with a large measure of freedom. Asparagus is said to strengthen and develop artistic faculties. Food Medicine| Florence DanielBut's lucrative habit may, under the care of selection, develop into instinct. Which is around, and from His
side, there is a fixed place for you. Blow, or London Charivari, Vol. 150, 22 March 1916| The wife of BerbagaiHis supported the family by keeping boarders, and she began to develop morbid jealousy on him. Popular Science Appleton Monthly, Vol. 56, March 1900| Varietyto come or take to a newer or more advanced or expanded stage; grow or cause to grow gradually (tr) to
decipher or exercise in detailto express or reveal (thoughts, plots, etc.) gradually or (thoughts, etc.) to be gradually expressed or stretched to come or bring to existence; produce or produce him develop a new faith in God (intr often foll by of) to follow as a result (from); ensue (from)lines developed following the chairman's statement to contract (disease or disease)(tr) to increase
the value or change the use of such as by constructing (tr) to exploit or make available natural resources (state or region)(tr) photogs to treat (films, plates, or paper previously exposed to light, or latent images in such materials) with a chemical solution to produce images that look to be processed (photographic materials) to produce negative and printsbiology to advance or cause
progress from simple stages to deep complexes individual or species evolution (tr) to decipher (musical theme) by varying melodies, key mathematics, etc. (tr) to expand (function or expression) in the form of series geometry (tr) to project or launch (surface) onto the plane without stretching or discouraging any element to bring (a piece) into the game from the starting position in
the rear rank (tr) obsolete to reveal or revealC19: from Old French desveloper to unwrap, from des- dis- 1 + veloper to wrap; see EnvelopCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp;amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp;amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012To progress from the initial to
the next stage of the life cycle. To progress from the beginning to the later or from the simpler stages of evolution to the more complex. To help growth; Strengthen. Grow by degrees into a more advanced or mature state. To become affected by the disease; Contract. The American Heritage® Stedman's Medical Dictionary Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by the Houghton Mifflin
Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.WORD OF THE DAYplotzverb (used without objects) | [Plot] SEE DEFINITION The Word Of The Year Is... © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC Included below is a participle form past and present participle for a growing and evolving verb that can be used as an adjective in a particular context. developed develop adjectives UK� / d
ˈˈveləpt / Video: Pronunciation Trends Use Display for: All Last Year 10 years Last 50 years Last 100 years Last 300 years In other languages Translate your text to Definition A growing free source of Collins New English Dictionary from Collins Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and get access to exclusive updates and offer Register Me Eight Gaelic words from Collins
English Dictionary English is a language that has seen its vocabulary formed and influenced by many tongue neighbors from all over the world during... including some that are a little closer to home. Read more International Volunteer Day International Volunteer Day (sometimes abbreviated IVD) takes place annually on December 5. It is an 'International Day' established by the
United Nations to recognize and promote the contributions made by volunteers and voluntary organizations to the well-being of people around the world. Read more 11 words and phrases from Nottingham Eh up, my duck! Here are some words and phrases you might hear in Nottingham and the surrounding area! Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English
Dictionary app - available for iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionary for Our new online Dictionary School for schools providing an environment that and suitable for children. And best of all it's free advertising, so sign up now and start using it at home or in class. Read more word list We have almost 200 word lists of topics as varied as types of butterflies, butterflies,
currencies, vegetables, and knots! Admire your friends with your new discovered knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, linguistic insights, deals and competitions every month. Read more Scrabble Scores for 'thriving':13 'evolving':13
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